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CDP Turkey 2017 Training (29 March – Salt Galata)
Session 1: 09.30 – 11.15
Agenda setting and introduction to CDP
Topic to include who are CDP, CDP’s strategy, the benefits of disclosing, and what CDP has achieved so far
Business impacts of climate change and water
Participants will learn about the impacts of climate change on business and why investors are requesting climate change information.
Participants will begin to understand why water as a critical business issue as well as investor interest in CDP’s water data.
Responding to water and climate change challenges
Using case studies over the last year, participants will learn how other companies have been impacted by climate change and water, and how they have responded.
Overview of climate change and water questionnaire (focusing on changes in 2017)
Participants will receive step by step information on what information is required in each section of the questionnaire.
Participants will learn about what has changed in the water and climate change questionnaire in 2017. Covering: Scope 2, low carbon products, renewable energy, carbon price and
science-based targets.

Session 2: 11.30 – 12.30
Scoring overview and changes to the way scores are communicated
Participants will understand how scoring drives business action, as well as the
changes to the water and climate change scoring methodology in 2017.
Participants will begin thinking more about scoring in relation to their business.
Reimagining Disclosure
Q&A and discussion
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29 March 2017 – Wednesday

Trainer: Lennart Hermans / CDP

Salt Galata /Karaköy

Technical Team

Welcoming and Breakfast: 09.00 – 09.30
Session 1:

09.30 – 11.15

Coffee Break:

11.15 – 11.30

Session 2:

11.30 – 12.30

Q&A and discussion

Moderator: Mirhan Köroğlu / CDP
Turkey

REGISTER

Discussion Questions


Collecting better water data: what are the barriers for companies to getting good water data and

how to overcome them?


How can Turkish companies positively engage with regulators and policy-makers on climate
change and water issues? What structures or strategies are missing, and how can we build them?
What challenges are there to be overcome?



Engaging with consumers on climate change and water – what opportunities are there for
companies in Turkey to gain brand value



“Hot” issues around climate and change water in Turkey – what are they, and what do they mean
for companies?



How do we increase uptake of renewable energy?



How can we support policy development in Turkey?
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